BLUDRIVE
SECURE LARGE FILE
TRANSFER SOLUTION FOR
ENTERPRISES - FASTER
AND SAFER.
DATASHEET

Large file transfer made
simple and easy.
BluDrive enables employees to securely transfer files
of any size and type with colleagues, customers and
partners. The flexibility to quickly transfer and share
files ensures better collaboration resulting in higher
efficiency and productivity.
BluDrive enables your employees to collaborate
seamlessly across locations and allows universal
access across multiple devices, so business gets
done on the go. BluDrive supports mini-clouds
allowing departmental teams to collaborate
effectively. BluDrive leverages BluKrypt to make the
solution unmatched in terms of security, privacy and
control when deployed in public or hybrid cloud
configurations. BluDrive works with several popular
cloud storage providers seamlessly.

Secure sharing
Files that you choose to share are stored securely in
the cloud without compromising privacy or
confidentiality. The solution is scalable to address
vast geographical spread and large user bases.
BluDrive generates a link that you can copy into an
email to send, or will even send the email for you.
Worried that the link may end up in the wrong
hands? No problem. Parablu gives you policy based
sharing with password protection, read-only access,
and even allows expiration of document links.

Mini-Clouds
Mini-Clouds are insulated folders to which only
selected users have access. You can create miniclouds for different teams within your business or
groups of users with whom you want to share
specific content. So, every team and every individual
gets to see only the data you want them to see.

Remove cloud storage restrictions

Agent-less or web browser interface

BluDrive helps you overcome several limitations that
file storage services in the cloud might impose.
Filename, path size and special character limitations
placed by services such as Microsoft One Drive for
Business can now be a thing of the past.

BluDrive doesn’t require any software on user
endpoints, and can transfer even very large files
using a web browser interface.

File versions & flexible retention policies
BluDrive allows the IT administrator the option to
maintain multiple file versions and control
aging/retention of versions based on policy.

De-duplication & compression
Smart sub-file level de-duplication combined with
data compression saves network bandwidth and
valuable storage space.

Policy based management
BluDrive provides for policy based management of
important enterprise parameters such as file/folder
inclusions and exclusions, file type selection, file size
filters etc.

Single sign-on
SSO eliminates password reset phone calls, protects
against unauthorized access, and integrates with
your enterprise’s LDAP or Active Directory.

ABOUT US
Parablu, an award winning provider of secure data management solutions, engineers new-age cloud data
protection solutions for the digital enterprise. Our Privacy Gateway powered solutions protect enterprise data
completely and provide total visibility into all data movement. Our suite of products include: BluKrypt - a Privacy
Gateway that completely secures critical data on the cloud, BluVault - a powerful and secure data backup
solution designed for the cloud, BluSync - a secure file sharing and collaboration solution for the agile enterprise,
and BluDrive - a secure file transfer solution. These solutions easily integrate with your existing infrastructure
making it a seamless solution for your enterprise data protection and management needs.
Get a demo today.
www.parablu.com

GET A DEMO

info@parablu.com

